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DUKE POWER GOMPANY
P.O. Isox 33180

CIIARLOTTE, N.O. 28242

- IIAL H. TUCKER TELEPHONE
= =es,.mant (704) 373-4531

August 30, 1982== = =*= = cr==

i

+ Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Ms. E. G. Adensam, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 4

Re: Catawba Nuclear Station
Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414

Dear Mr. Denton: i

Ms. Elinor G. Adensam's letter of June 9, 1982 transmitted five additional
questions from the Mechanical Engineering Branch. Attached are Duke Power
Company's responses.

Very truly yours,

Mb /
Hal B. Tucker

ROS/php
Attachment

cc: (w/o attachment)
Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Mr. P. K. Van Doorn Q
NRC Resident Inspector l j

Catawba Nuclear Station y
Mr. Robert Guild, Esq.

i, gAttorney-at-Law '

314 Pall Mall gc
7

Columbia, South Carolina 29201 f gC y'
f

t
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kPalmetto Alliance
I2135 Devine Street

Columbia, South Carolina 29205 .
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Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
- August 30, 1982
Page 2

i

cc: Mr. Jesse L. Riley
Carolina Environmental Study Group
854 Henley Place
Charlotte, North Carolina 28207

Mr. Henry A. Presler, Chairman
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Environmental Coalition |
943 Henley Place ;

Charlotte, North Carolina 28207 |

(w/ attachment)
Mr. E. C. Rodabaugh
4625 Cemetery Road

',

Hilliard, Ohio 43026

Mr. S. E. Moore
Building 9204-1
4-12 Plant
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

.
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210.117 In the staff's review of the design documents for the auxiliary feed-
water pumps, it was determined that the design report by Mcdonald
Engineering (Report No. ME-751) entitled, " Seismic Stress Analysis
of Motor Driven Pumps," did not adequately address the pressure
boundary checks required by the ASME B&PV Section III Code. It is
requested that the applicant obtain and provide to the staff, the
manufacturer's (Bingham-Willamette Co.) calculations for the Code-
required pressure boundary checks. J

Additionally, it is requested that the applicant clarify the fol-
lowing questions from our review of the Mcdonald Engineering stress
report:

a. What is meant in 5.8 of ME-751 by " proof tests?"

b. What is the basis for each of the allowables shown in the
" Summary of Results" (p. 3 of ME-751)?

Response:

1. The design calculations required by paragraph ND-3442.7 of the
ASME Code, 1977 Edition, were not included in the seismic report,
as the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 3, Sub-
section ND-1977 Edition does not require that the design cal-
culations performed to verify the integrity of the pressure
boundary be submitted. They are available for audit at Bingham-
Willamette's factory in Portland.

2. Paragraph 5.8 of report ME-751 refers to the hydrotest performed
in accordance with the Hydrostatic Test Procedure and Addendum
#12, dated 6/21/79. The procedure for this test was approved
by Duke and the test was witnessed by Duke.

3. Individual references for the values listed as "allowables" in
Table 3 appear at various points in the seismic report ME-751.
Although all of the individual references do not show the
source, they do identify the material and value so that they
can be easily checked. An example of this is on page 17 where
the allowable stresses for A-307 are shown as 11,980 psi shear
and 29,000 psi tensile per ASME App. XVII and Subsection NF.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _



210.118 As a result of the staff's review of Design Specification No. CNS-
1205.00-5, " Nuclear Safety-Related Stainless Steel Valves," we find
that Attachment 5.8, Class 1 Valve Transients, is still incomplete.
Provide the seven missing figures for our review.

Additionally, provide Attachments 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16. (As an
editorial comment there are currently two 5.14's and no. 5.15
attachments.)

The design specification (CNS-1205.00-5) should be revised to con-
sider the crucial aspect of design pressure and temperature and pro-
vided to the staff.

Resoonse:

Group III, Class 1 Valve Transients for the charging line nozzle,
plant startup and shutdown is correct in being upset transient cate-
gory according to Westinghouse NSSS Design Transients. (Pages
attached).

Enclosed are the following items:

1. Missing seven figures of Attachment 5.8 of specification CNS-
1205.00-00-0005, Class 1 Valve Transients.

2. Addendum No. 10 to the specification CNS-1205.00-00-0005.
This addendum covers the aspect of design conditions and at-
tachment numbering.

3. Additional attachments to specification.

i
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2.4 Reactor Coolant Piping Branch Connections

The temperature transients included in this chapter for reactor coolant
piping branch connections are those resulting from flow discharging into
the Reactor Coolant System through these connections. The temperatura |

|
|

transients on the branch connections resulting from changes in the reactor >

i

coolant temperature are included in Section 2.2..

fIt should be noted that some nozzles on the reactor coolant system serve
dual functions, such as one connection per loop for both the accumulators {

I

In such cases the nozzle should be sized .

and the low head injection lines. !

|
for the combination of the two sets of transients. :

1

|2.4.1 Charging Line Nozzle
1

Variation in the temperature of the charging fluid downstream of the regenera-
tive heat exchanger can be due to any one, or a combination of, the following ,

i
'

,

changes: :

Variations in the latds e and/or charging line flow rate. f
a. If
b. Variation in the charging stream temperature upstream

fof the regenerative heat exchadger.
Variation of the letdown stream temperature upstream of |

c.
i

the regenerative heat exchanger. Since letdown normally
is drawn from the cold leg, such temperature variations |

I

normally come from variation in T I
.

cold * [
|As can be seen from the figures describing each design transient, variation !
'

in T are e aparatively min r. Therefore, transients falling under
eoid

Item e above are omitted in the charging line nozzle analysis.
1

To ref er transients under item a and b to actual plant operations, they are
divided up as follows:

I
Transients occurring when the charging line and the letdown line )i1. '

are removed from service and put back in service. .

!
|

J
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Transients occurring during plant operation when charging and/

2.
letdown flow rates are changed.

The following assumptions are made throughout this analysis, unless other-

wise noted:#

= 560*F.Cold les temperature Teolda.
= 630*F.

b. Hot leg' temperature, That
~ This is based on the as-Temperature of the charging fluid 40*F.c.

sumption that water is drawn from a tank outside the Auxiliaryj
.

-

Building during the cold season.
Temperature to which the charging line inside the containmentd.
will be cooled when the water in the charging line is stationary

70*F.
Temperature of the charging fluid downstream of the regenerativee.
heat exchanger, 500*F.
Valves controlling flow in the letdown and charging lines take

f.

10 seconds to fully open or to' fully close.
-

It should be noted that all tempera,tures are the temperatures of the water in
,

contact with the nozzle.
Transient Occurring When the Charging Line and the Letdown Line Are1.
Removed from and Put Back in Service

The complete charging line nozzle transient for one cycle of operation
This figure assumes that letdown is never inis shown on Figure 25.,

As can be seen from the
operation unless charging is in operation.
figure, this method of operation will expose the charging line nozzle

h
to cold water for short periods of time but it will insure that t e

,r
,

letdown stream always be cooled and thus flashing is prevented in the
If the letdown stream, by error is initiated before

letdown orifices.
charging, a less severs transient on the charging line nozzle will re-
sult, but compenents in the letdown line may be damaged./
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The charging line nozzle transient has been broken down into the .

following steps to facilitate the description of it. i

Step 1. The plant is operating with a charging line temperature
'

of 500*F (assumption e).
,

,

Step 2. The letdown is shut off during a period of 10 seconds (as-

sumption f). It is assumed that the charging flow tempera-
ture has reached its low temperature 40*F (assumption c)
when letdown is shut off. The heat capacity of the regenera-
tive heat exchanger is neglected. .

Step 3. The temperature of the charging stream remains at 40*F for
5 minutes after which time charging is shut off. f

'

Step 4. Charging is shut off over a period 10 seconds (assumption f). ;

The temperature of the water around the charging line nozzle
increased to the loop temperature, T = 630. Teoid = 560hot

(assumption a and b).

Step 5. At this point both charging and letdown is shut down and are
;

assumed to remain shutdown during approximately one day. This

period of time will provide time for desired maintenance on ;

equipment in the letdown and charging line.
i

Step 6. Charging is again initiated. The water in the charging line is f
now 70*F (assumption d) and is assumed to move as a cold front !

and hit the charging nozzle. It is assumed that the tempera-

ture of the fluid reaches 70'T in 1 second. This accounts for
'

the fact that while charging is shut of f, a portion of the !

#
charging line close to the nozzle will be heated by conduction -

frem the loop.

I
Step 7. The charging fluid is assumed to remain at 70*F as long as let-

down is not initiated. It is assumed that up to the moment }
when latdown is initiated, water is not draen from an outside

* ESTINew0 ult EL ECte C C0e P0A A tl0N
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For that situa- .

tank of 40*F but from the Volume Control Tank. !

|
tion, the 70*F is a conservative temperature. !

|
It is assumed that when the charging and letdown lines have to t

be shutdown this is a result of some equipment failure and has |_

t

lo3 e done suddenly. Consequently, the operator may not have l
i

;
control over where t.he charging water comes from and the worst !

possible condition is when water is drawn from an outside tank'
,

When charging and letdown is again initiated it is f
# at 40*F.

assumed that water will be drawn from the Volume Control Tankf,

,

at least until letdown is initiated. !

,

Letdown is initiated over a period of 10 seconds (assumption f) |
Step 8.

|and the charging fluid temperature increases to normal.
|

The charging line flow rate can be vs.ried either manually or automatically, |

Normally the
whereas the letdown flow race only can be varied manually.
operator will not change the charging line flow rate manually, unless
the letdown flow rate is changed. The letdown flow rate will normally

|
only be changed towards the and of core life, for load follow purposes.

,

fEach
to compensate for core burnup or to initiate maximum purification.
such change in letdown flow rate must be followed by an adjustment in

|charging line flow rate to keep the pressuriser level at a desired point.
|
;

An exception to the above occurs when the pressurizar is drained or
This will occurfilled during plant shutdown or startup respectively. I

}
when the primary system is at low temperatures, with very slight tam-

This case is there-
parature transients on the charging line nozzles. |

' fore omitted for the nozzle analysis. !

The charging line flow rate is assumed to vary each time the plant power ,

|

Following an increase in the reactor power level, Tavs . .
level changes.

fthe
in the primary system will increase and as a consequence of that,
Reactor Coolant System will expand. This will be noticed as an increase |,,

!'
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in the pressurizer level. The pressurizer level setpoint is a func-

tion of power, such that a higher power level will allow a higher

pressurizar level. However, the increase in pressurizer level as a.
result of an increase in power is assumed to be larger than the

programmed increase in pressurizer level. Consequently to keep the
pressurizer level at the desired level more reactor coolant has to be i

ist down from the React'r Coolant System than is charged in with theo

chargir.g pumps. This is accomplished by automatically controlling
the charging line flow rate, using pressurizer level and reactor

,

power as controlling parameters. In short, it is assumed for design
'

purposes that an increase in reactor power increases the pressurizer

level above the programmed level for the new power level, which results
in a decrease in charging line flow rate. Letdown flow rate remains

constant. A decrease in reactor power results in an increase in chars-

ing line flow race.

For design purposes it is assumed that the plant may change load twice
per day and that fgr each load cycle the charging line flow rate will ;

increase by 50 percent once and decrease by 50 percent once. The total
number of charging line increases and decreases during the 40-year design
life of the plant will thus be 24,000 for each. This is a very conser-

vative assumption since the prograr.med pressurizer level versus load,
closely follows the expansion and contraction of the reactor coolant sys-
tem for reactor power increases and decreases respectively. It is fur-

ther assumed that once the charging line flow rate has been changed from
its design value by 50 percent, it will remain at the new value for 17

minutes before the flow rate is brought back to the design value. The
.

17 minutes is consistent with the tine it takes to load (or unload) the
plant from 15 percent to 100 percent power. Any charging line flow rate-

changes are assumed to occur instantaneously.

| I
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(assuming one 75 spm |The letdown flowrate is assumed to increase by 60 percent
iorifice in service and one 45 spa orifice added) twice per day during plant
fIt

lif e or 24,000 occurrences during the 40 year design life of the plant.

is assumed that the increased letdown will continue for 6 hours once it is
|

This corresponds to the time the reactor will be at a low power f
initiated.

level, assuming an 18-6 load cycle. During this time a high letdown flow |

frate is required to follow the Xenon transient. !

|A decrease in the leedown flow rate is not a normal operating occurrence. !
<

However,' for conservatism 2000 cycles are included, corresponding to one oc-
;

o

It is arbitrar- |

currence per week during the 40 year desing life of the plant.
ily assumed that once the letdown flow rate has been decreased it remains at !

Any
the low value for 6 hou;s and then increased back to the design value.

i

letdown line flow rate changes are assumed to occur instantaneously. !

The magnitude of the temperature transients are based on values calculated |
-

for INT operating conditions (ref erence calculation RTS-I-1109). Approxi-
;
r

|mately 30 percent margin has arbitrarily been added on top of the INT numbers.
*

:

Charging line flow rate increased by 50 percent and then reduced back j.

a.
i,

to normal. .

INT numbers indicate that the temperature of the charging steam down- ,

;

Use !stream of the Regenerative Heat Exchanger is reduced by 62'T. ;

,

80*F for design purposes. See Figure 26A. !
'

Charging line flow rate decreased by 50 percent and increased back tob.
:

normal. r

!INT numbers indicates that the temperature of the charging stream in-

creases by 38'F. Use 50*F for design purposes. See Figure 263.
;

Letdown line flow rate increased by 60 percent and then reduced backc.
t

to nommel. I

INT ng: bars indicates that the to:perature of the charging line is.

;

increased by 30*F. Use 50*F f or design purposes. See Figure 27A. ;

!
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Letdown line flow rate is decreased by 50 percent and then reducedd.

back to normal.

INT numbers indicates that the temperature of the charging stream

decreases by 95'F. Use 125'T for design purposes. See Figure 273. !

2.4.2 Accumulator Connections Nozzle

For design purposes, it is assumed that the accumulators discharge into the f

reactor coolant system five times during the 40 year design life of the
This can happen during an' accident condition or if the isolationplant.

valve is inadvertently opened when the reactor coolant system is depres- f
'

It is assumed that the nozzle is located on the cold leg and is,surized.
It is alsohot, 560*F, and that the water in the accumulator is 70*F.

assumed, for design purposes, that the accumular.or is emptied in 30 seconds.

See Figure 28A.

2.4.3 Residual Heat Removal System Return Nozzle
l

During the beginning of a cooldown it is assumed that the reactor coolant
1

system temperature is 400*F. The letdown to the residual heat exchangers 1

|Duringis cooled to 200*F and returned to the reactor coolant system. t

initiation of the cooldown the nozzle is subject to a temperature shock |

[
from 400*F to 200*F. Based on five cooldowns per year, 200 cooldowns occur .

during the 40 year design life of the plant. See Figure 288.
j

\

Low Head Saf ety Injection Nozzle (on loops and reactor vessel) ,

|
2.4.4 !

Initiation of saf ety injection does not effect the low hesd safety injection
nozzles unless the primary coolant system pressure is below approximately

; jWhen that is the case, water from the refueling water storage150 psig.
tank, at a temperature of 40*F for design purposes, will be pumped into the

I
reactor coolant system which at that time, in the extreme case, is still hot.

|
Water at a temperature of 40*F will thus be pumped threugh nozzles with a

les nozzles. )
ter.perature of 560*F for cold les nozzles and 630*F for hot'

|

|{'
This will only occur subsequent to a large loss of coolant accident and

|.ssSut=tunt ettetnic coe*osation 1e .. . . .. w.svetsam shanov systaus i I'' gy ,1.3 41 ,,sm . sw ,,,,
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Figure Zo. Dessgn Iransients for Miscellaneous hozzles
i

!
!

l

A. Accumulator Connection 0. High Head Safety i nj ect ion f
.

:

- I
560*F 560*F T 100 F, ,i

Hot = 630*F
'

T
70*F Cold =560*F 40"F

Infinite |30 Sec
!

:
!

B. Residual Heat Removal System Return E. RTO Manifold Return Nozzle j (
Nozzle l_

560*F

400*F
200*F;

|Infinite
100*F ! 4

!

10 Sec

() I

("' : :
I

,

! '
C. Low Head Safety injection

T
Hot = 630*F

i
,

T
Cold = 560*F 100*F/Hr

Heatup ,

t
'

40*F

infinite

,

# k

I
.

N
,

J
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Figure 27A. Letdown Line Flowrate increased by 60^4 and then
Reduced Back to Normal |

9

:

:
1

.

T = 50*F
j

500*F
24,000 Occurrences

,,

6 Hours

.

Figure 278. Letdown Line Flowrate Decreased by 50'4 and then
increased Back to Normal

i
-

.

500*F

a

T = 125*F 2,000 Occurrences
,

P

^ '
__

6 Hours

.
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